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Abstract—The characters of Cloud Computing provider as low cost, low maintenance, on-demand service, resource sharing 
among multiple Cloud user, result number of users become part of Cloud System. Cloud with Multi-Owner still challenging 
issue and Dynamic Group member effect privacy of data, identity of data from untrusted user of Cloud. In this paper we 
propose security against Multi-Owner data sharing in dynamic cluster, by leveraging Dynamic Broad-Cast, Group Signature, 
Access Tree, HIBE, KP-ABE techniques, meanwhile storage overhead reduced by providing distributed system rather than 
centralized system and provided reliability, scalability efficiently also computational cost of Cloud independent with number 
of user revocation and registration in the Cloud. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 
The growth of internet access with high speed 
network, for industrial, commercial and entertainment 
purpose comprised of thousands of concurrent e-
commerce transaction in every day. To handle this 
demand to access high speed network it need large 
scale data-center, thousands of server, large 
infrastructure. So many organization such as Google, 
eBay, salesforce.com, HP, IBM, operating huge data-
center to hole world. Many organizations invest huge 
amount of capital, time, infrastructure, large data 
center. 
To overcome this problem new system originated 
called Cloud Computing System [2].Cloud computing 
system provides on-demand service to end user. 
Service rapidly changing Ownership-based approach 
to Subscription-oriented approach. Cloud provides 
service to end user on-demand with “pay-as-you-go” 
basis. That is user pay only based on type of accessed 
service and time of access. Due to which user allow 
to store, share, and access large amount of 
information in cloud with small, medium 
organization. But Cloud identifies number of 
challenging issues. 
First dynamic cluster where new member take 
participation in Cloud with current member of Cloud, 
result data sharing extremely difficult.  Second, 
multi-owner approach of Cloud through which any 
member in cluster able to store data, share data with 
other group member using  Cloud service provider[4], 
But data privacy and data identity extremely difficult 
in Cloud against untrusted user. 
There are several security schemes for data privacy, 
data identity and data sharing on untrusted servers 
proposed[5][10][11], where user allow to create file, 
encrypt that file using encryption key and store in 
untrusted storage server and allow to share with 
another Cloud user, with distributing the 
corresponding decryption key to authorized user so 
untrusted user cannot decrypt and learn the content of 

file because untrusted user do not know decryption 
key, in this manner data privacy and data identity 
happen against untrusted user. However complexity 
of user revocation and new user addition in this 
scheme increase linearly resulting low performance 
[12]. 
Our Contribution: To solve challenges of Cloud 
system, we propose Group manager revocation based 
multi-owner data sharing for dynamic cluster in the 
Cloud. The main contribution as 
 We propose dynamic cluster where any member 

allow registering and revoking with group 
manger without changing private key other group 
member of cluster. 

  We propose multi-owner data sharing where data 
identity and security managed so any member 
able to store and share data on untrusted cloud. 

  We proposed data reliability by providing data 
recovery under control of group manager in case 
data destruction and scalability by allowing  
number  new user registration with cloud. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
 A. Fiat and M. Naor [13] they introduce new 

theoretical measures for the qualitative and 
quantitative assessment of encryption schemes 
designed for broadcast transmissions. The goal is 
to allow a central broadcast site to broadcast 
secure transmissions to an arbitrary set of 
recipients while minimizing key management 
related transmissions. They present several 
schemes that allow a center to broadcast a secret 
to any subset of privileged users out of a universe 
of size so that coalitions of users not in the 
privileged set cannot learn the secret. 

 B. Wang, B. Li, and H. Li, [14] in this paper, we 
propose Knox, a privacy-preserving auditing 
scheme for shared data with large groups in the 
cloud. They utilize group signatures to compute 
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verification information on shared data, so that 
the TPA is able to audit the correctness of shared 
data, but cannot reveal the identity of the signer 
on each block. With the group manager’s private 
key, the original user can efficiently add new 
users to the group and disclose the identities of 
signers on all blocks. The efficiency of Knox is 
not affected by the number of users in the group. 

 E. Goh, H. Shacham, N. Modadugu, and D. 
Boneh [10] the use of SiRiUS is compelling in 
situations where users have no control over the 
file server (such as Yahoo! Briefcase or the P2P 
file storage provided by Farsite). They believe 
that SiRiUS is the most that can be done to 
secure an existing network file system without 
changing the file server or file system protocol. 
Key management and revocation is simple with 
minimal out-of-band communication. File system 
freshness guarantees are supported by SiRiUS 
using hash tree constructions. SiRiUS contains a 
novel method of performing file random access 
in a cryptographic file system without the use of 
a block server. Extensions to SiRiUS include 
large scale group sharing using the NNL key 
revocation construction.  

 S. Yu, C. Wang, K. Ren, and W. Lou [4] This 
paper addresses this challenging open issue by, 
on one hand, defining and enforcing access 
policies based on data attributes, and, on the 
other hand, allowing the data owner to delegate 
most of the computation tasks involved in fine-
grained data access control to untrusted cloud 
servers without disclosing the underlying data 
contents. They achieve this goal by exploiting 
and uniquely combining techniques of attribute-
based encryption (ABE), proxy re-encryption, 
and lazy re-encryption. Proposed scheme also 
has salient properties of user access privilege 
confidentiality and user secret key 
accountability.. 

 V. Goyal, O. Pandey, A. Sahai, and B. Waters 
[7] they develop a new cryptosystem for One-
grained sharing of encrypted data that call Key-
Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (KP-ABE). In 
cryptosystem, cipher texts are labeled with sets 
of attributes and private keys are associated with 
access structures that control which cipher texts a 
user is  able to decrypt. They demonstrate the 
applicability of our construction to sharing of 
audit-log information and broadcast encryption. 
Our construction supports delegation of private 
keys which subsumes Hierarchical Identity-
Based Encryption (HIBE). 

 Xuefeng Liu, Y.Zhang, B.Wang, and J.Yan[1], 
they develop a new cryptosystem for sharing data 
in multi-owner manner while preserving data and 
privacy identity from untrusted Cloud user by 
leveraging group signature and dynamic broad-
cast encryption techniques. 
 

III. SYSTEN DESIGN ISSUE AND GOALS 
 
A. Data Sharing Issues 
In this section we describe data sharing issues related 
to design goal of proposed scheme including access 
control verification, the consumer access device 
control, data access monitor, data deletion 
verification as fallow  
Access control verification: The verification ensure 
that only authorized user can access data from Cloud. 
The consumer access device control: It defines 
control of consumer access device or points as mobile 
phone, PAD, personal computer are secure enough. 
Data access monitor: data access monitor ensure 
whom, when and what data being access from Cloud 
by Cloud service provider. 
Data deletion verification: It specify data deleted 
must be data owner rather than another user of Cloud. 
 
B. Group Signature Issues 
In this section we describe Group signature properties 
as traceability, excludability, anonymity, correctness 
as fallow  
Traceability: The group manager determine valid 
signature and also determine which member of cloud 
signed. 
Excludability: The signature created by group 
member cannot be attributed successfully to another 
and group manager cannot generate signature behalf 
of other group member. 
Anonymity: The group signature on message 
infeasible to determine which particular member of 
Cloud generated the signature. 
Correctness: The properly generated group signature 
must be accepted by verification by group manager. 
 
C. System design goals 
In this section we describe Cloud computing 
architecture as shown in fig. 1[14]. Third Party 
Auditor (TPA): TPA having charge of system 
parameter generation as user revocation, user 
registration, data identity of Cloud system. 
Group member (user): They are Cloud users where 
they store their private data into cloud sever and also 
share that data with other user of Cloud system as 
group member. Cloud: Cloud system operated by 
Cloud service provider, which allow to store and 
share data of cloud user. on system and also access 
service on demand basis as pay-as you go. The above 
discussion on the system design goals is 
schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. 

 
Fig. 1. Cloud System 
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IV. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

Let G1 be a bilinear group of prime order number P 
and g be a grammar of G1. Addition of this, Let e: 
G1×G1→G2 denotes the bilinear map. A security 
parameter d determines the size of the group. Also 
define language coefficient. Δi,s for i  Zp and a set S 
of element in Zp, The data will be encrypted under a 
set  of n element of Zp*. 
A. System setup (n): 
choose random value x   Zp Let g1 = gx. Now choose 
a random element g2 of G1. Next Choose y1, y2….yn+1 
uniformly at random from G1 and N be set {1, 2, ...., 
n+1}.  
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Public key parameter PK are g1, g2……yn+1 and 
master key MK is x. 
B. Encryption (M,, PK):  
To encrypt message M  G2 under set of attribute  
and choose random value t  Zp where 

 '
1 2, tE Me g g     (2-a) 

'' tE g      (2-b) 

 t
i iE f i


        (2-c) 

 ' '', , , iE E E E       (2-d) 

C. Key Generation Algorithm (MK, PK): 
 In this algorithm we take input as access structure 
(A), master key (MK), public key (PK) and gives 
output as key which enables user to decrypt the 
message encrypted under set of attributes  , if A() = 
1. We calculate polynomials to each non-leaf node  
as d  is degree of polynomial q where d  1 = k . 

Here, k denotes the threshold value of access 
structure. 
Let r is root of access tree then 

 0rq x and     
  0

2

rqD g f           
(3) 
where  = attribute 

rR g 
            where r choose randomly from Zp         

(4) 
D is used as decryption to decrypt cipher text E. 
D. Decryption Algorithm (E,D): 
The decryption algorithm get input as decryption 

node (E,D,) ,  ' '', , ,iE E E E and private key D 

and gives output as message M. 
HABE (Hierarchical attribute based encryption) 
techniques describe high performance as constructing 
hierarchical tree shown in fig. 2[12]. 

Fig. 2 consist root master node(RM) act as root 
private key generator(PKG), multiple domain master 
(DM) is responsible for generation and distribution of 
system parameter and domain key. Where key 
generation describes above 

 
Fig. 2.Three-level HABE 

 
Using HABE technique we used hierarchy as well 
as more than one group manager work so scalability 
provided and reliability of data also maintain. 

E. User Registration in Cloud: 
 For registration of user i with group identity IDi the 
group manager DM randomly select number xi  Zp 
* and compute PK and MK which used for file 
decryption 

F. User Revocation: 
 group manager perform revocation of user via 
public available revocation list (RL) [1], 

   1sig RL f RL  is signature generated by 
group manager with signature algorithm using 
which group member can decrypt their data files 
and ensure confidentiality against  another revoked 
user in Cloud where 

G. Group Signature: 
 The group signature concept developed by Chaum 
and V. Heyst [15]. Which allow any member of 
group to sign message where identity of user kept 
secrets from verifier and allow to access data from 
Cloud so anonymity of member maintain.   
 

CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we have designed the secure scheme in 
dynamic cluster with multi-owner data sharing 
mechanism in Cloud. Additionally, Group manager 
revocation based multi-owner data sharing with 
dynamic cluster supported for scalability and 
reliability of data file in Cloud without affecting user 
revocation and new user registration in the Cloud and 
support for efficient revocation of Cloud member, is 
proposed. 
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